Characterization of ammonia transport by the kidney Rh glycoproteins
RhBG and RhCG
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RECENT STUDIES HAVE shed light on the biological function of the Rh family of proteins, which are named for the erythrocyte members that are well-known blood group antigens. These proteins have distant sequence similarity to transporters that function in ammonium acquisition in bacteria (SNYN, AMT), yeast (MEP), and plants (AMT). We recently reported that the renal transport properties of murine RhBG and RhCG by ammonium analog [14C]methylamine (MA) uptake and two-electrode voltage clamping of X. laevis oocytes and yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Nonerythroid homologs, RhBG and RhCG, are expressed in the mammalian kidney connecting segment and the collecting duct, major sites of urinary ammonia secretion. This study characterizes the transport properties of murine RhBG and RhCG by ammonium analog [14C]methylamine (MA) uptake and two-electrode voltage clamping of X. laevis oocytes. Both RhBG and RhCG mediated transport of ammonia, but differed in affinity for substrate (Km = 2.5 and 10 mM, respectively). The rates of RhBG- and RhCG-mediated transport were sensitive to the concentration of the protonated MA species and were stimulated by extracellular alkalinosis and inhibited by acidosis, suggesting a role for H+ in the transport process. Whereas expression of RhBG or RhCG caused a small increase in plasma membrane conductance, [14C]MA uptake was not affected by depolarization of oocytes with 100 mM extracellular K+ or by clamping the membrane potential between 0 and −100 mV, indicating that RhBG- and RhCG-mediated transport was independent of the membrane potential. These results strongly suggest that RhBG and RhCG transport ammonia by an electroneutral process that involves NH3/H+ exchange resulting in net NH3 translocation. The polarized localization of RhBG and RhCG in kidney tubules and the different substrate affinities may enable these proteins to participate in transepithelial ammonia secretion and to therefore play an important role in whole animal acid-base regulation.
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ized utilizing two approaches: uptake of the ammonium analog \(^{14}\text{C}\)methylamine (MA) and two-electrode voltage clamp (TEV) to assess the corresponding changes in membrane conductance, current, and reversal potential resulting from expression of the proteins in \(X. laevis\) oocytes.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Constructs.** Mouse kidney RhCG cDNA was obtained from a murine inner medullary collecting duct (mIMCD) cell line (ATCC), and mouse RhBG cDNA was obtained from a kidney Quick-Clone cDNA library (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) by PCR with primers specific for the 5’- and 3’-regions of the published cDNAs. These were verified by sequencing, and cDNAs were cloned into the oocyte expression vector pRB (provided by F. Ashcroft, Oxford, UK). Cloning and propagation of plasmids followed standard procedures. Capped cRNA was synthesized with SP6 RNA polymerase from the linearized plasmid DNA with \(m\)Message \(m\)Machine (Ambion, Austin, TX).

**Oocyte injection.** Stage V and VI defolliculated oocytes obtained as described (16) were injected with 23–34 nl (1 \(\mu\)g/\(\mu\)l) of cRNA, or water, and placed in individual wells in 96-well plates containing 200 \(\mu\)l SOS containing (in mM) 100 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1.8 CaCl\(_2\), 1 MgCl\(_2\), 10 HEPES, pH 7.6, 200 mosM with 2.5 mM Na pyruvate and 100 \(\mu\)g/ml of gentamicin at 16°C. Oocytes were tested 3 days postinjection.

**Western analysis.** Recombinant protein expression in oocytes was analyzed as previously described (40). Western blots were probed with rabbit polyclonal anti-peptide antibodies to mouse RhBG and mouse RhCG (37, 39) and visualized with secondary horseradish peroxidase-conjugated, anti-rabbit IgG followed by ECL chemiluminescence (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL).

**MA flux assay.** Radiolabeled \(^{14}\text{C}\)methylammonium (CH\(_3\)NH\(_3\)) (ICN, Irvine, CA) flux measurements were performed as described in detail previously (40). Briefly, six to eight oocytes were placed in 200 \(\mu\)l SOS uptake buffer containing 1 \(\mu\)Ci/ml \(^{14}\text{C}\)MA (20 \(\mu\)M) and various concentrations of unlabeled MA. For all experiments, radio-tracer uptake was stopped by washing the oocytes six times with 1 ml of ice-cold unlabeled uptake buffer. Oocytes were then solubilized in 200 \(\mu\)l of 5% SDS and analyzed for radioactivity by liquid scintillation counting. In all experiments, water-injected control oocytes were evaluated in parallel, and uptake by controls was subtracted from that observed in test oocytes. Flux assay data were analyzed with Igor Pro software (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). Initial uptake rates were determined from slopes of linear fits to uptake measured over 15 to 30 min, during which efflux was considered negligible. Apparent \(EC_{50}\) \((K_m)\) and \(V_{max}\) values were derived by fitting experimental data with a simple Michaelis-Menten or Hill equation using Igor-Pro software with a nonlinear, least-squares fitting algorithm.

**TEV experiments.** TEV (16) was used to measure membrane currents, conductance, and voltage in cRNA-injected or water-injected control oocytes 3 days postinjection, while the oocytes were perfused with a solution containing (in mM) 96 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1.8 MgCl\(_2\), 1.8 CaCl\(_2\), 5 HEPES, pH 7.5, or with solutions containing (in mM) 0.5, 1, 5, or 10 NH\(_4\)Cl or MACI, with correspondingly lower concentrations of NaCl to maintain the same osmolarity as detailed previously (40). The applied transmembrane potential \((V_m)\) was ramped from −90 to +50 mV every 10 s. Transmembrane current \((I_{\text{m}})\) and \(V_m\) were digitized at 1 kHz during the voltage ramps. In data analysis with Igor Pro software, a fifth-order polynomial was fitted to the raw, monotonically increasing \(I_{\text{m}}/dV_m\) data from each voltage ramp. The whole oocyte membrane conductance and the reversal potential \((V_{rev})\) were evaluated simultaneously as the slope of \((dI_{\text{m}}/dV_m)\) and the x-intercept of the polynomial, respectively.

\(^{14}\text{C}\)MA flux assay under voltage clamp. Individual oocytes were voltage clamped to either −100 or to 0 mV as for conventional TEV experiments. In each experiment, an oocyte was allowed to equilibrate for 3–5 min in uptake buffer without MA, and then an equal volume of uptake buffer containing 2× MA (radioactive and unlabeled) was added. Oocyte membrane integrity was monitored visually and by whole oocyte membrane conductance measurements during the experiment. After the flux uptake period (15 min), cold flux buffer was perfused by flow through the bath to remove extracellular radioactivity. The electrodes were then removed, and the oocyte was analyzed for radioactive uptake, as above. Uptake of MA under voltage-clamp conditions was compared with flux uptake in oocytes that were impaled with TEV microelectrodes but were allowed to remain at resting potential (−30 to −50 mV) without voltage clamp.

**Data analysis.** The statistical significance of experimental results was evaluated by two-tailed \(t\)-test. \(P\) values <0.05 were considered significant. Data are plotted in Figs. 1–9 as arithmetic means ± SEM; \(n\) is reported as the number of different assays.

**RESULTS**

By convention, we will use the term “ammonia” to refer to the sum of \(NH_4^+\) and \(NH_3\), “ammonium” or “\(NH_3\)\(^+\)” to indicate the protonated form of the molecule, and “\(NH_3\)\(^-\)” when referring to the unprotonated molecular species.

**RhBG and RhCG mediate uptake of MA.** To begin testing the hypothesis that RhBG and RhCG mediate movement of total ammonia and to characterize that transport, we expressed the nonerythroid Rh glycoproteins in \(X. laevis\) oocytes. cRNA for RhBG or RhCG was microinjected into oocytes and expression was monitored at 72 h after injection. Protein expression was detected after SDS-PAGE separation and immunoblotting with rabbit anti-peptide antibodies specific for RhBG or RhCG (39). RhMG migrated at ~52 kDa (Fig. 1A, inset), and RhCG at ~58 kDa (Fig. 1B, inset), consistent with the reported molecular weights of these glycoproteins in mouse tissues (37, 39). The detected proteins were absent in water-injected control oocytes.

We previously showed that the radioactive analog tracer methylamine, \(^{14}\text{C}\)CH\(_3\)NH\(^+\) (MA\(^+\)/MA), which has been used to study ammonium transport in yeast and plants (20, 28, 32, 34), had the same relative affinity for NH\(_4^+\)/NH\(_3\) transport as the RhAG transport pathway (40). Therefore, we used the uptake of \(^{14}\text{C}\)MA in cRNA-injected oocytes as a measure of NH\(_4^+\)/NH\(_3\) transport mediated by RhBG and RhCG. Expression of either mouse RhBG or mouse RhCG enhanced the rate of MA\(^+\)/MA uptake compared with that seen in the water-injected controls by two- to threefold over controls at 500 \(\mu\)M substrate concentration (Fig. 1). Uptake was saturable at \(\pm 1\) h (not shown), which is compatible with the uptake being a carrier-mediated process. In all subsequent flux experiments, water-injected control oocytes were evaluated, and the uptake reported was the uptake by the RhBG- or RhCG-expressing oocytes less the uptake by the control water-injected oocytes examined in parallel.

**Effects of ammonium, organic ions, and inhibitors on MA transport.** To confirm that NH\(_4^+\)/NH\(_3\) is the actual substrate for RhBG and RhCG transport, competitive inhibition experiments were performed by measuring MA\(^+\)/MA uptake in the presence of varying concentrations of NH\(_4\)Cl. Uptake by RhBG and RhCG was significantly inhibited by ammonia (Fig. 2A). Differences in the concentration of ammonia required to inhibit RhBG- and RhCG-mediated MA\(^+\)/MA uptake suggest that these proteins differ in their affinity for substrate. An inhibitory Hill equation fit to the data gave an IC\(_{50}\) for MA/MA\(^+\)
transport inhibition by NH₄Cl of ~0.5 mM for RhBG and ~2.9 mM for RhCG and a Hill coefficient of 1.4 for both.

Inhibition of MA⁺/MA uptake was specific for ammonia as uptake was not affected by 10- to 20-fold higher concentrations of the amine containing compounds TMA, TEA, urea, or glutamine (Fig. 2B). We also measured uptake in the presence of inhibitors of potential ammonia transporters. Amiloride (1 mM), an inhibitor of Na⁺/H⁺ exchangers, did not significantly alter RhBG- or RhCG-mediated MA⁺/MA uptake (Fig. 2C).

Although NH₄⁺ has approximately the same ionic radius as hydrated K⁺ and can substitute for K⁺ on several transporters (18, 19, 38), we observed no inhibitory effect of K⁺ transporter inhibitors bumetanide or ouabain (Fig. 2C). Unfortunately, no inhibitors of the yeast, plant, or bacterial ammonium transporters have been reported to date. We tested flufenamate (FFA) because it was reported to partially inhibit the membrane depolarization seen in oocytes when they are suspended in high concentrations (20 mM) of ammonium (4). However, FFA had no effect on RhBG- or RhCG-mediated MA uptake (Fig. 2C).

Transport kinetics. To determine the kinetics of transport, the rates of MA⁺/MA uptake were measured with increasing concentrations of substrate ranging from 20 μM to 50 mM. When fitted with a Hill equation, the Hill coefficient was 0.9 ±0.1, suggesting a lack of transporter cooperativity. Thus the data were well fitted with a Michaelis-Menten equation (Fig. 3, A and B). The EC₅₀ (Kₘ) for RhBG was 2.5 ± 0.5 mM, whereas the EC₅₀ (Kₘ) for RhCG was 10 ± 2 mM. These data suggest that RhBG and RhCG may function as low-affinity, high-capacity transporters and indicate that RhBG has a higher affinity for MA⁺/MA than RhCG.
Transport is pH sensitive and driven predominantly by protonated substrate concentration. We previously showed that RhAG-mediated uptake was pH sensitive, being enhanced at alkaline extracellular pH and inhibited at acid extracellular pH (40), and that a transmembrane proton gradient appeared to influence the direction of substrate transport (41). To ascertain whether MA uptake by RhBG and RhCG was also pH sensitive, uptake in buffers with pH ranging from 6.5 to 8.5 was measured. The rate of MA uptake in RhBG and RhCG cRNA-injected oocytes increased at alkaline pH values (Fig. 3).

To further ascertain whether the enhanced uptake rate at higher pH values was the result of an increase in the concentration of the unprotonated species, with the unprotonated species driving the transport rate, we measured uptake in buffers that contained equivalent concentrations of unprotonated MA (0.38, 7.6, or 11.4 μM), but that had a 10-fold difference in the concentration of protonated MA+ (Fig. 5). If the transport rate depends only on the concentration of the unprotonated molecule, we would expect the uptake rate in the presence of a given concentration of unprotonated species to be equivalent, regardless of the concentration of protonated ion present. However, uptake in both the RhBG and RhCG cRNA-injected oocytes differed significantly in different concentrations of MA+ in the presence of a fixed concentration of the unprotonated substrate (Fig. 5). Indeed, in the presence of subsaturating concentrations of MA+, the uptake rate is proportional to the concentration of protonated MA+ (Fig. 5, A and B). These data indicate that the rate of transport is affected predominantly by the concentration of the protonated species.

**Two-electrode voltage-clamp experiments.** Two-electrode voltage-clamp experiments were undertaken to determine the effects of RhBG- and RhCG-mediated transport on membrane conductance, current, and reversal potential in the presence of various concentrations of NH4Cl in the extracellular bath solution. We measured NH4Cl- and methylamine-induced currents over a wide range of substrate concentrations and voltages to compare the magnitudes of membrane conductance and depolarization in RhBG- or RhCG-expressing oocytes to the water-injected controls.

In water-injected oocytes not expressing RhBG or RhCG, high concentrations of extracellular NH4Cl (~10 mM) increased membrane conductance and depolarized the oocytes (our unpublished observations and Ref. 2). This endogenous NH4Cl-dependent conductance complicates efforts to observe specific RhBG- or RhCG-mediated NH4Cl-dependent transport in oocytes in the presence of high (>5 mM) NH4Cl concentrations. The endogenous NH4Cl-dependent conductance is substantially smaller in the presence of the low NH4Cl concentrations (0.5–1 mM) at which RhBG and RhCG transport MA/MA+ effectively, as shown in the uptake studies (Fig. 3). Therefore, we looked for possible RhBG- or RhCG-mediated NH4Cl-dependent transmembrane conductances in the presence of 0.5 to 1 mM NH4Cl.

In a representative TEV experiment (Fig. 6), the transmembrane current \( I_m \) in an RhBG-injected oocyte (dots) was monopolarization in RhBG- or RhCG-expressing oocytes to the water-injected controls. **Fig. 3.** RhBG- and RhCG-mediated transport kinetics. The rate of RhBG (A)- and RhCG (B)-mediated MA/MA+ uptake was a saturable function of total MA/MA+. ● Represent experimental data, and the curve represents the Michaelis-Menten fit with the tabulated parameters. The EC50 (\( K_m \)) for RhBG was 2.5 mM compared with an EC50 (\( K_m \)) for RhCG of ~10 mM. Values are means ± SE of groups of 6 oocytes (n = 5 to 15). Rates of uptake observed in water-injected controls have been subtracted.

**Fig. 4.** RhBG- and RhCG-mediated MA/MA+ uptake in buffers at various pH. Uptake is significantly increased in RhBG and RhCG cRNA-injected oocytes at alkaline pH values. Data shown are in the presence of 1.5 mM total MA/MA+. Values are means ± SE of groups of 6 oocytes (n = 5). Rates of uptake observed in water-injected controls have been subtracted.

\( V_{\text{max}} = 39 ± 4 \text{ pM/oocyte/min} \)

\( \text{EC}_{50} = 2.5 ± 0.5 \text{ mM} \)

\( V_{\text{max}} = 70 ± 10 \text{ pM/oocyte/min} \)

\( \text{EC}_{50} = 10 ± 2 \text{ mM} \)
Monitored at various applied potentials, $V_m$, according to a voltage ramp protocol. From the fits (continuous curve) to the $I_m-V_m$ data, the whole cell current (Fig. 6B), the transmembrane conductance (Fig. 6C) at $V_m/-50$ mV, and the reversal potential (Fig. 6D) of the oocyte were evaluated simultaneously while the oocyte was continuously perfused with bath solutions containing various concentrations of NH$_4$Cl. Cumulative results of multiple TEV experiments using water-injected and RhBG and RhCG cRNA-injected oocytes perfused with 1 mM NH$_4$Cl are shown in Fig. 7. Expression of RhBG or RhCG induced small changes in membrane conductance and reversal potential in the absence of NH$_4$Cl (open bars in Fig. 7, A and C). The addition of 1 mM NH$_4$Cl to the bath solution elicited slight depolarization (Fig. 7C) and small increases in the conductance (Fig. 7A) of water-injected controls, as well as RhBG and RhCG cRNA-injected oocytes, with greater conductance increase in RhBG cRNA-injected oocytes than that observed for controls (Fig. 7B). Higher bath NH$_4$Cl concentrations (5, 10, and 20 mM) caused substantial depolarization and conductance increase (compared with 0 mM NH$_4$Cl) in all oocytes (RhBG, RhCG cRNA- or water-injected) with no significant difference between them (data not shown).

Transport is not dependent on membrane potential. The above results indicate that Rh glycoprotein expression may be associated with enhanced membrane conductance. It is not always possible to distinguish, using TEV measurements alone, between transport of specific ions via exogenous proteins and activation of an endogenous conductance. Upregulation of endogenous conductances as a result of expression of recombinant membrane proteins is not uncommon in oocytes (3, 5, 31, 35, 36). Therefore, to determine whether RhBG or RhCG expression in oocytes results in enhanced movement of charged MA$^+$ or NH$_4^+$ across the membrane, we investigated the dependence of MA/MA$^+$ uptake on the membrane potential. First, we replaced the Na$^+$ in the uptake buffer (100 mM Na$^+$, 1 mM K$^+$) with K$^+$ (100 mM K$^+$, 1 mM Na$^+$) so that the oocytes were nearly completely depolarized (40). Uptake of radioactive MA$^+$/MA was unaffected by this ionic replacement (Fig. 8A). This suggests that MA$^+$/MA uptake is not electrogenic, and furthermore, that uptake is independent of the transmembrane Na$^+$ gradient.

To confirm that transport was insensitive to membrane potential, uptake was measured in oocytes voltage-clamped at 0 or −100 mV, and the results were compared with those obtained in unclamped oocytes (Fig. 8B). There were no
significant differences in MA\textsuperscript{+}/MA uptake in RhBG- and RhCG-expressing oocytes when the membrane was clamped at these voltages. Taken together, these results indicate that transport mediated by the Rh glycoproteins is electroneutral.

**DISCUSSION**

The discoveries that erythroid RhAG mediates transport of ammonia/ammonium when expressed in *X. laevis* oocytes (40) and yeast (26, 41) and that the kidney homologs, RhBG and RhCG, show polarized expression in the collecting segment and collecting duct (39) suggest a role for these homologs in transepithelial transport of ammonia/ammonium by the kidney. Movement of ammonia ions in the kidney collecting duct has been thought to occur by passive diffusion of NH\textsubscript{3}. The possibility that this process may be protein mediated via members of the Rh-associated glycoprotein family motivated our efforts to characterize the transport activity of the kidney homologs, as previously done to characterize erythrocyte RhAG.

We found that both RhBG and RhCG mediated the transport of the ammonia/ammonium analog, MA, in a process that was competitively inhibited specifically by NH\textsubscript{4}Cl, but not by other amine compounds. Kinetic measurements revealed that RhBG had a higher affinity for MA/MA\textsuperscript{+} than RhCG. This observation is consistent with differences in the local NH\textsubscript{3}/NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} concentration in the collecting duct in the kidney where these proteins are localized (Fig. 9). RhCG is expressed on the apical cell surface facing the lumen (39) where the concentration of ammonium can reach 200 mM. In contrast, RhBG is localized to the basolateral surface facing the interstitium, where concentrations are significantly lower (<5 mM) (21). Thus the substrate affinities of RhBG and RhCG may be specific adaptations that enable these proteins to facilitate the vectorial transport of ammonia in the collecting duct in locations with disparate substrate concentrations.

Our data show that RhBG- and RhCG-mediated uptake of MA/MA\textsuperscript{+} was sensitive to the proton (H\textsuperscript{+}) concentration in the extracellular buffer. Uptake was inhibited at acidic pH and enhanced at alkaline pH. Importantly, the enhanced uptake at alkaline pH was not due to increased concentration of unprotonated MA. In contrast, uptake rates in the presence of an equivalent concentration of unprotonated MA differed dramatically depending on the amount of protonated MA\textsuperscript{+} present, indicating that RhBG and RhCG respond to protonated substrate concentration in the extracellular medium. Nevertheless, the concentration of protonated MA\textsuperscript{+} was not the sole determinant of the rate of transport. Rather, the magnitude and direction of the H\textsuperscript{+} gradient also contribute to the rate of transport. Taken together, these data suggest a mechanism involving NH\textsubscript{4} and its movement across the plasma membrane by exchange with intracellular protons, resulting in electroneutral transport.

The membrane conductance monitored in TEV experiments was higher in the oocytes expressing RhBG and RhCG than in significant differences in MA\textsuperscript{+}/MA uptake in RhBG- and RhCG-expressing oocytes when the membrane was clamped at these voltages. Taken together, these results indicate that transport mediated by the Rh glycoproteins is electroneutral.

**Fig. 7.** Effects of RhBG and RhCG expression in oocytes on TEV results. A: mean whole oocyte conductance (G) at −50 mV observed in the presence of 0 (open bars) and 1 mM NH\textsubscript{4}Cl in the perfused bath solutions. B: changes in mean whole oocyte conductance at −50 mV stimulated by 1 mM NH\textsubscript{4}Cl for water, RhBG- and RhCG-expressing oocytes. Number of each type of oocyte used for averaging is indicated by numbers in brackets. *Statistically significant difference (P < 0.05) between pairs of quantities linked by square brackets.

**Fig. 8.** Effect of membrane potential on transport. A: MA/MA\textsuperscript{+} uptake in standard Na\textsuperscript{+} buffer (open bars) and in buffer in which all Na\textsuperscript{+} was replaced with K\textsuperscript{+} (filled bars). Values are means ± SE (n = 3) of groups of 6 oocytes. B: MA/MA\textsuperscript{+} uptake in individual oocytes whose transmembrane potential is clamped at 0 or −100 mV, or not clamped. Values are means ± SE (n = 10). Rates of MA uptake observed in water-injected control oocytes have been subtracted.
control ones, both in the absence as well as presence of extracellular NH$_4$Cl. The nature of this conductance is not known, but our results suggest that it is unrelated to the Rh glycoprotein-mediated mechanism that transports MA. The TEV results revealed that oocytes have an endogenous NH$_4$Cl-stimulated conductance even in the absence of RhBG/RhCG expression. The elevated conductance observed in RhBG/RhCG-expressing oocytes may reflect upregulation of this endogenous conductance.

Several groups have also reported enhanced conductance in RhBG (24, 30) or RhCG (1) cRNA-injected oocytes. Observed intracellular acidification, transmembrane currents, and cell depolarization in RhBG cRNA-injected oocytes exposed to 5 mM NH$_4$Cl led Nakhal et al. (30) to conclude that RhBG mediates electrogenic transport of protonated NH$_3^+$ across the plasma membrane. In contrast, Ludewig (24) observed a transient intracellular alkalization but also found enhanced inward currents in voltage-clamped, RhBG cRNA-injected oocytes perfused with 500 μM NH$_4$Cl. Enhanced inward currents were also observed in voltage-clamped RhCG cRNA-injected oocytes (1). The results of these studies are reminiscent of the enhanced conductance observed in the experiments reported here. However, our direct measurements of substrate uptake in voltage-clamped oocytes now strongly indicate that the ammonia-stimulated conductance is distinct from the transport mechanism that mediates translocation of MA/MA$^+$ by RhBG and RhCG. In agreement, Ludewig (24) also concluded that inward currents observed were not directly associated with the mechanism that mediates RhBG transport. Of note, many studies have observed the upregulation of endogenous oocyte conductances in response to recombinant protein expression (3, 5, 31, 35, 36). Because TEV conductance and current measurements in oocytes can be confounded by movement of ions other than those under study, we used radioactive labeled MA to directly monitor substrate movement across the membrane in RhBG- and RhCG-expressing oocytes under voltage-clamp conditions. Importantly, MA uptake was unaffected by large changes in the potential difference across the plasma membrane. These results strongly suggest that Rh-associated glycoprotein-mediated ammonia uptake is intrinsically an electroneutral transport process. Taken together with the evidence that the transport process involves NH$_3^+$ and an oppositely directed H$^+$ gradient, we conclude that both RhBG and RhCG expressed in X. laevis oocytes mediate electroneutral transport of NH$_3^+$ and H$^+$, which results in the net transport of NH$_3$ across the plasma membrane of the cell.

Members of the Amt/MEP/Rh family of proteins, to which RhBG and RhCG belong, are expressed in a broad range of organisms, from bacteria and yeast to plants and mammals. The structure of E. coli AmtB has recently been solved by two groups using X-ray crystallography (17, 42). The structure reveals that the bacterial protein transports uncharged NH$_3$ via a unique mechanism. AmtB contains an extracellular vestibule that recruits NH$_3^+$ cations, but the hydrophobic pore through the membrane is narrow. The NH$_3^+$ is stripped of a proton in the vestibule, enabling uncharged NH$_3$ to pass through the pore via weak interactions with hydrogen bond donors that line the pore. A proton is released back to the extracellular aqueous phase during the process. Conversely, NH$_3$ is reprotated at the intracellular face of the channel. The net result is NH$_3$ transport in exchange for H$^+$. The mechanisms regarding NH$_3$/NH$_4^+$ transport by AmtB inferred from analyses of the crystal structures are entirely consistent with our experimental data showing that the mammalian Rh-associated glycoproteins (RhAG, RhBG, and RhCG) mediate electroneutral transport with net transfer of NH$_3$. The extracellular alkaline pH stimulation and transmembrane proton gradient sensitivity seen with the Rh-associated glycoproteins are consistent with the requirement for transfer of a proton to the extracellular aqueous phase concurrent with movement of NH$_3$ across the membrane. The structures support our original hypothesis that the transport mechanism involves exchange of NH$_3^+$ for H$^+$ (40), although the molecular details are distinct from those of a NH$_3^+/H^+$ exchanger mechanism.

Nevertheless, the relevance of the AmtB structure for the mechanism of NH$_3$ transport by Rh-associated glycoproteins remains to be more fully established. Notably, in contrast to the mammalian Rh-associated glycoproteins, pH has not been observed to affect uptake by the bacterial (29), plant (25), or yeast (27) proteins. Thus the mechanism of transport by the mammalian proteins may differ from the plant, bacterial, and yeast transporters. It has been proposed that the bacterial and plant transporters require a membrane potential gradient (28, 29, 32). However, because this conclusion was based on the use of protonophores to dissipate membrane potential, this interpretation may have been confounded by the fact that the membrane potential in these organisms is maintained by proton pumps. Thus an alternative explanation for those observations is that protonophores interfered with uptake because they eliminated the proton gradient required for uptake.

In the kidney, RhBG and RhCG may function to mediate transepithelial transfer of NH$_3$/NH$_4^+$ from the interstitium to the lumen in the collecting duct. In support, mIMCD grown on
PERMEABLE SUPPORT MEMBRANES DEMONSTRATE BOTH APICAL AND BASOLATERAL PLASMA MEMBRANE AMMONIA-INHIBITABLE [14C]MA UPTAKE, COMPATIBLE WITH A TRANSPORTER-MEDIATED APICAL AND BASOLATERAL Membrane process (13, 14). The transport kinetics as measured in the mIMCD cells were very similar to those obtained in the oocyte experiments reported here. Figure 9 is a diagrammatic representation of the medullary collecting duct showing the location of RhBG and RhCG and indicating the approximate local concentration of ammonia (both NH₃ and NH₄⁺) and the pH. The basolateral pH may vary along the collecting duct, progressing from slightly more acidic than systemic pH to slightly more alkaline (7, 8, 11). Extracellular ammonia concentrations also vary along the length of the collecting duct (reviewed in Ref. 6) and the collecting duct luminal NH₃ concentration can exceed 200 mM. However, our study indicates that RhBG and RhCG transport net NH₃ across the plasma membrane through an electroneutral process involving NH₃/Na⁺ exchange. This movement of net NH₃ is determined by the transmembrane concentration gradients of NH₄⁺ and H⁺. The net transport of NH₃ mediated by RhBG and RhCG from the interstitium through the epithelial cell cytoplasm to the collecting duct lumen proceeds down the NH₃ concentration gradient (from ~50–90) through 50 to 7–35 μM) and therefore requires no energy input. The rates of RhBG- and RhCG-mediated transport are determined by the pH and NH₄⁺ concentrations of the interstitium, epithelial cell cytoplasm, and collecting duct lumen, which are regulated by various cellular mechanisms. Indeed, transepithelial ammonia secretion rate in the collecting duct is known to be determined by both the ammonia concentration and the pH gradient (9, 12), and increasing luminal H⁺ concentration stimulates transepithelial ammonia secretion.

In mammals, NH₃/NH₄⁺ secretion is critical for acid-base balance. The localization of RhBG and RhCG to the connecting segment and collecting duct, the final sites of renal acid secretion, positions them to affect acid-base regulation. The causes of some forms of distal renal tubular acidosis, an inherited disorder affecting acid-base transport in the renal collecting duct, have not yet been uncovered, making RhCG and RhBG prime targets for investigation. Functional studies of the kidney and erythrocyte Rh-associated proteins promise to contribute to understanding the role of these proteins in ammonia/ammonium elimination.
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